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Abstract

Wireless sensor networks have emerged as a complementary technology to conventional,
cable-based systems for structural health monitoring. However, the wireless transmission of
sensor data and the on-board execution of engineering analyses directly on the sensor nodes
can consume a significant amount of the inherently restricted node resources. This paper
presents an agent migration approach towards resource-efficient wireless sensor networks.
Autonomous software agents, referred to as “on-board agents”, are embedded into the
wireless sensor nodes employed for structural health monitoring performing simple
resource-efficient routines to continuously analyze, aggregate, and communicate the sensor
data to a central server. Once potential anomalies are detected in the observed structural
system, the on-board agents autonomously request for specialized software programs
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(“migrating agents”) that physically migrate to the sensor nodes to analyze the suspected
anomaly on demand. In addition to the localized data analyses, a central information pool
available on the central server is accessible by the software agents (and by human users),
facilitating a distributed-cooperative assessment of the global condition of the monitored
structure. As a result of this study, a 95% reduction of memory utilization and a 96%
reduction of power consumption of the wireless sensor nodes have been achieved as
compared with traditional approaches.
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1 Introduction

According to the American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE), deficient and deteriorating
surface transportation infrastructure in the United States is expected to cost $912.0 billion
by 2020 and more than $2.9 trillion by 2040 [1]. As the Urban Land Institute (ULI) reveals
in its “Infrastructure 2012” report [2], the situation in other regions is similar, for example
in China and India – countries that are rapidly urbanizing – or in Europe, where
investments for infrastructure improvements of more than $2.6 trillion (€2.0 trillion) are
needed. Other infrastructure systems, such as dams, buildings or wind turbines, face similar
problems as they are subjected to ageing and other environmental factors. Therefore, future
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generations of civil engineering structures, termed “smart structures”, are expected to be
instrumented with structural health monitoring (SHM) systems so that the structures are
capable of continuously monitoring and assessing their own structural conditions [3-5].

Structural health monitoring systems, consisting of sensors, data acquisition units,
computer systems and connecting cables, are designed to detect structural changes before
they reach critical states. By analyzing the sensor data recorded from the structures, SHM
systems provide the opportunities to enhance the safety and reliability of engineering
structures and to reduce the costs for management, maintenance and repair throughout the
structures’ life cycles [6]. However, in conventional SHM systems the installation of cables
can be expensive, time-consuming and labor-intensive, entailing high maintenance costs for
the SHM systems. Eliminating the need for connecting cables, wireless sensor networks
have emerged as a cost-effective and reliable alternative to conventional, cable-based SHM
systems [7-11]. Composed of numerous wirelessly connected sensor nodes, wireless sensor
networks are installed in the structure to automatically collect, analyze, aggregate and
communicate vast amounts of sensor data. The sensor nodes, integrating advanced
embedded systems technologies, are capable of self-interrogating collected sensor data for
signs of structural changes [12, 13]. In essence, the sensor data is first analyzed and
aggregated on the nodes, from high-bandwidth raw sensor data to low-bandwidth streams
of processed results. The analysis results are then transferred to centralized computer
systems, or to adjacent sensor nodes, for further processing.
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By first analyzing the data sets locally and then communicating the results to the connected
computer systems, transmissions of large records of raw sensor data can be avoided. As a
result, the energy consumption for wireless data transmission is substantially reduced.
However, considerable computational power is needed for the local execution of complex
engineering analyses. Therefore, there have been active research efforts in the past several
years towards reducing the power consumption of wireless sensor nodes by optimizing the
sensor node hardware as well as the software embedded into the nodes. For example, new
software approaches, such as energy-efficient source coding and resource-efficient network
protocols, and new concepts on hardware circuitry and transmitter modules for improving
energy-consuming node components have been proposed [14-16].

Besides the resource consumption, a second major issue when deploying wireless sensor
networks for structural health monitoring is the isolated, limited view of a wireless sensor
node on a small area of the total structure. It is well known that changes in the global
structural response and behavior (such as altered stiffnesses and structural stability) should
also be considered in addition to the detection of local damages and deteriorations (e.g.
corrosion, cracks, etc.). Since the sensor data is usually collected at critical locations,
individual sensor information does not provide a global picture of the structural condition.
In summary, besides making the hardware and software more resource-efficient, holistic
(local/global) strategies are needed to assess local and global structural changes.

The goals of the research presented herein are twofold. First, the resource consumption of
the sensor nodes is to be reduced with respect to memory utilization and power
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consumption. Second, a SHM system prototype, capable of holistically monitoring local as
well as global structural phenomena, is to be implemented. To achieve these goals, this
study integrates mobile multi-agent systems and dynamic wireless code migration into a
wireless sensor network. The paper begins with a background on mobile multi-agent
systems. Then, the migration-based monitoring concept is described in detail, and the
architecture and prototype implementation of the agent-based SHM system are shown.
Next, laboratory tests are presented validating the feasibility of the newly proposed concept
as well as the performance of the prototype system. The paper concludes with a discussion
of the test results and a comparison of the proposed migration-based concept with
conventional approaches currently used in structural health monitoring.

2 Background on mobile multi-agent systems

Multi-agent technology, originating from distributed artificial intelligence research, is a
rapidly developing research area that is of practical relevance since many years [17]. The
broad range of application domains of multi-agent systems includes, e.g., process control,
air traffic control, business process management, health care, water resource management,
traffic and transportation engineering, building control, power engineering applications, and
structural design [18-25]. More recently, multi-agent systems have also been applied in
different branches of structural health monitoring, such as monitoring of bridges, dams, and
wind turbines [26-29].
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Although the term “agent” has often been misused as well as overused [30], one definition
has been widely accepted in the artificial intelligence community; the “weak notion of
agency”, proposed by Wooldridge and Jennings [31], defines an agent as a computer
program possessing four essential properties. An agent



operates without the direct intervention of humans and, unlike a common
software object, has control over its actions and internal states (“autonomy”),



interacts with other agents through agent communication languages (“social
ability”),



perceives its environment, e.g. the physical world or a software environment,
and responds in a timely fashion to environmental changes (“reactivity”) and



exhibits goal-directed behavior by taking initiatives (“pro-activeness”).

Multiple interacting software agents in association with the agent environment form a
multi-agent system. Due to the above mentioned agent properties, multi-agent systems are
characterized by a high degree of scalability, modularity, flexibility and extensibility, which
makes multi-agent technology a suitable basis for solving distributed engineering problems
as in structural health monitoring.
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In the last decade, considerable success has been reported in porting multi-agent technology
on mobile devices such as cell phones, smart phones, or wireless sensor nodes (“mobile
multi-agent systems”) [32-34]. The distinctive strengths of multi-agent systems –
scalability, modularity, flexibility and extensibility – are utilized in mobile applications
facilitating distributed-cooperative problem solving in highly dynamic environments. To
adequately deal with the constraints associated with developing applications on small
devices, the majority of mobile devices supports some form of the Java programming
language [35]. Accordingly, most approaches towards mobile multi-agent systems are
based on Java, typically using the Connected Limited Device Configuration (CLDC) [36].
CLDC, a fundamental part of the “Java Platform, Micro Edition” (Java ME), defines the
most basic libraries and virtual machine features for resource-constrained devices. It is
worth mentioning that CLDC, although offering all major advantages provided by the Java
language such as object orientation, portability, robustness and security, in its current
version 1.1 requires only 160 kB of non-volatile memory to be allocated for the CLDC
libraries and for the Java virtual machine, and needs only 32 kB of volatile memory for the
virtual machine runtime [36]. As can be seen from Table 1, the total memory budget
needed by the CLDC specification, compared with the “Java Platform, Standard Edition”
(Java SE) for desktop and server environments, is as little as 0.07 % [37]

Table 1. Minimum system requirements of Java SE and Java ME.
Java Platform, Standard Edition

Java Platform, Mirco Edition

(Java SE 7)

(Java ME, CLDC 1.1)

Processor

266 MHz

16 MHz

Disk space

126 MB

32 kB

Memory

128 MB1

160 kB
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1

Windows 64-bit operating systems.

Several Java-based agent platforms for mobile devices, supporting the development of
mobile multi-agent systems, are currently available. Examples include DARPA
CougaarME [32], AFME [38], SPRINGS [39], 3APL-M [40], JADE-LEAP [41, 42], and
MAPS [43]. Agent platforms for mobile devices essentially provide lightweight subsets of
Java classes supporting basic agent services for communication, for multitasking, or – if
embedded into wireless sensor nodes – for accessing the node resources (e.g. sensors or
memory). Detailed reviews as well as comparisons of architectures, programming models
and performances of agent platforms for mobile devices can be found in [34, 44, 45].

It has been recognized in recent years that the performance and the dynamic behavior of
mobile multi-agent systems can further be enhanced by wireless code migration [46].
Having demonstrated high effectiveness in conventional wired decentralized systems, code
migration represents an emerging and powerful paradigm, which is already supported by
some state-of-the-art Java-based agent platforms [38, 43, 47]. Wireless code migration, i.e.
agents physically migrating from one mobile device to another including dynamic agent
behavior, actual state and specific knowledge, enables mobile multi-agent systems to
dynamically adapt to changes and altered conditions of their environment, resulting in a
substantial reduction of network load, latency, and resource consumption. While agent
migration in mobile multi-agent systems has already been developed and prototypically
implemented in related research areas [48], agent migration in wireless sensor networks
deployed for structural health monitoring has received little attention.
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3 An agent-based structural health monitoring system

This section describes the basic concept, the architecture, and the prototype implementation
of an agent-based wireless SHM system. When developing the SHM system, two main
goals are pursued,

(i)

to reduce the resource consumption of the sensor nodes with respect to onboard memory utilization and wireless data communication, and

(ii)

to enhance the reliability of the SHM system enabling automated assessment
of both local and global conditions of the observed structural system.

These goals are to be achieved by integrating a mobile multi-agent system, allowing for
dynamic agent migration, into the wireless sensor nodes. In addition, a central information
pool is installed on the local computer. The information pool, facilitating a collaborative
assessment of the global structural condition, provides information on modal properties of
the structural system, information on sensor nodes installed, and a catalog of data analysis
algorithms. Last but not least, a monitoring database is deployed to persistently store the
sensor data that is continuously recorded from the structural system.

3.1 Architecture of the structural health monitoring system
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As deepicted in F
Fig. 1, the aggent-based SHM
S
system
m is compossed of three basic compponents,
wirelless sensor nnodes, a basse station, aand the locaal computer.. Each sensoor node hossts a set
of moobile agentss and forms a cluster together with other sensoor nodes. A cluster is managed
m
by a hhead node, which perfoorms adminnistrative tassks, such as managemennt of hardw
ware and
netwoork featuress, but does nnot collect oor analyze seensor data. T
The base staation, servinng as an
interfface betweeen the wirelless sensor nnodes and the
t local coomputer, forrwards senssor data
and information
i
n, assembledd by the aggents, from
m the wireleess sensor nnodes to thhe local
compputer for perrsistent storaage and furtther processsing. Vice versa,
v
comm
mands sent frrom the
local computer are commu
municated viia the basee station too the wirelless sensor nodes.
Furthhermore, thee local com
mputer provvides user innterfaces, aand externall resources can be
conneected to the wireless seensor networrk.

Fig. 1.. Architecture of the agent-baseed wireless SHM
M system.
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To reduce the quantities of communicated sensor data and to economically utilize the
restricted computing resources, two types of mobile agents, “on-board agents” and
“migrating agents”, are embedded into the nodes. Fig. 2 illustrates the dynamic interaction
of the agents involved and the proposed operational workflow. The on-board agents,
autonomously executing relatively simple yet resource-efficient algorithms at relatively low
sampling rates, are installed on the wireless sensor nodes to continuously collect, analyze,
aggregate and communicate the sensor data. If having detected (potential) anomalies on a
sensor node, the on-board agents proactively adapt their behavior to the new situation, e.g.
by modifying the sensor sampling rates. Thereupon, specific algorithms and further
knowledge, required for more comprehensive analyses of the sensor data, are requested by
the on-board agents from the head nodes of the SHM system; instead of heaving extensive
collections of engineering algorithms installed on every wireless sensor node a priori,
specialized migrating agents are requested on demand to physically migrate to the
respective sensor node. Automatically composed during runtime, the migrating agents are
assembled with the required algorithms and specific expert knowledge, which enables the
agents making appropriate decisions directly on a wireless sensor node.
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Fig. 2. Propposed operationaal workflow in the agent-basedd SHM system.

3.2 H
Hardware off the wirelesss sensor neetwork

mentation off the wireless sensor network, Java-based
J
Oracle
For tthe prototyype implem
SunS
SPOT sensinng units are deployed [49, 50]. The sensing unnits have allready proveen their
practicability annd performaance in a m
multitude of scientific pprojects [51--57]. As a distinct
advanntage, unlikke commonn embeddedd applicationns for wirelless sensor networks tthat are
usuallly written in
i low-level native lannguages succh as C/C++
+ and assem
mbly languaage, the
sensinng units com
mprise of a fully capablle J2ME CL
LDC 1.1 Javva virtual machine.
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The computational core of the sensing units is an Atmel AT91RM9200 system on a chip
(SoC) incorporating a 32-bit ARM920T ARM processor with 16 kB instruction and 16 kB
data cache executing at 180 MHz maximum internal clock speed [58]. The SoC includes
several peripheral interface units such as USB host port, USB device port, Ethernet MAC,
programmable I/O controller, serial peripheral interface controller, I2C bus, etc. Memory of
the sensing units is a Spansion S71PL032J40 with 4 MB flash memory and 512 kB RAM.
For wireless communication, an integrated radio transceiver, the IEEE 802.15.4-compliant
Texas Instruments (Chipcon) CC2420 single-chip transceiver, is deployed, operating on the
2.4 GHz unregulated industrial, scientific and medical (ISM) band. Power supply is
provided by an internal, rechargeable lithium-ion battery (3.7 V, 720 mAh).

For acceleration measurements, a low-power three-axis linear accelerometer, type
LIS3L02AQ manufactured by STMicroelectronics, is integrated into the sensing units [59].
Consisting of a micro-electro-mechanical system (MEMS) sensor element, the
accelerometer measures a bandwidth of 4.0 kHz in x- and y-axis and 2.5 kHz in z-axis over
a scale of ± 6 g. It has a noise density of 50 μg/Hz1/2 enabling a resolution of 0.5 mg over
100 Hz. In addition to the three-axis accelerometer, the sensing units comprise of an
integrated temperature sensor operating from −40°C to 125°C, two momentary switches for
user interaction, 5 general purpose I/O pins, 4 high current output pins, and 6 analog inputs.

On the software side, a Squawk virtual machine, running without an underlying operating
system, ensures a lightweight execution of multiple embedded applications on the sensing
units [60]. Operating system functionalities are provided by the Squawk virtual machine,
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which executes directly out of the flash memory. The Squawk virtual machine offers
features relevant to resource-efficient, agent-based SHM, such as garbage collector, thread
scheduler, and interrupt handler. By running without an underlying operating system,
memory of the sensing units is saved that would otherwise be consumed by the operating
system. As Squawk is mostly written in Java, additional memory savings arise because Java
byte code is a more efficient representation than its equivalent in machine code.
Furthermore, whereas most Java virtual machines run a single application, the Squawk
virtual machine can run multiple applications, each being represented as a Java object and
completely isolated from all other applications [61]. In total, a high degree of portability,
flexibility, extendibility and maintainability as well as an ease of debugging is achieved,
which makes Squawk a powerful basis for prototyping mobile multi-agent systems for
wireless structural health monitoring.

3.3 Prototype implementation of the structural health monitoring system

The mobile multi-agent system is implemented and embedded into the wireless sensor
nodes following the multi-agent architecture proposed by Smarsly et al. [62]. The
architecture, based on the MAPS platform [43], is characterized by components that
interact through events. As shown in Fig. 3, the main components include (i) the mobile
agents, (ii) the mobile agent execution engine for executing mobile agents and fulfilling
service requests issued by the agents, (iii) the resource manager for accessing sensor node
resources (e.g. sensors, actuators, battery, or flash memory), (iv) the timer manager for
timing agent actions, (v) the mobile agent naming for consistent naming of agents and
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dynam
mic manageement of seensor nodess, (vi) the m
mobile agennt communiccation channnel for
inter--agent comm
munication, and (vii) thhe mobile aggent migratiion manageer for executting the
migraation of ageents.

Fig. 3. Maiin components of
o the MAPS-baased multi-agennt architecture.

While the mobille agents, both
b
on-boarrd agents annd migratinng agents, arre implemeented as
compponents, thee dynamic agent behaviiors are moddeled througgh multi-plaane state maachines
that cconsist of several functions, variaables, and pllanes [64, 65].
6 One plaane represents one
behavvior of a m
mobile agennt corresponnding to thee agent’s roole in the m
mobile multti-agent
system. A fundaamental parrt of a planne is an auttomaton thaat controls tthe dynamicc agent
behavvior using E
Event-Conddition-Actionn (ECA) ruules. ECA rrules within the mobilee multiagentt system aree representeed by the triiplet rMMAS = (E, C, A), where E is the event sset, C is
the ccondition seet and A are the atomiic actions tto be takenn. An actionn of an ECA rule,
transfferring the automaton
a
iin the next sstate, is trigggered whenn the event is detected and the
condiition is satiisfied. In thhe implemeented mobille multi-ageent system,, the eventss of an
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agentt, triggeringg actions of other
o
agentss, are deliveered by the m
mobile agennt executionn engine
and ccommunicatted asynchrronously beetween the agents usinng unicast oor broadcasst interagentt communiccation.

multi-agent ssystem,
Fig. 4 shows ann abridged ddiagram of the main cllasses of thhe mobile m
illustrated using the Unifiedd Modeling Language ((UML). Thee class diagrram will be used in
the foollowing sub
ubsections too describe thhe prototypee implemenntation of thee on-board and the
migraating agentss in more deetail.

Fig. 4. Abriidged UML classs diagram of thhe mobile multii-agent system.

On-bboard agents
ts
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As shown in Fig. 4, two categories of on-board agents, the AdministratorAgent and the
TemperatureAnalysisAgent, are prototypically implemented into the wireless nodes. The
AdministratorAgent, running on every head and sensor node, is responsible for the
administration of a node; it manages, for example, hardware and network features and
provides information about memory usage, battery status, and radio configurations. The
TemperatureAnalysisAgent, prototypically embedded into the sensor nodes, is designed to
continuously collect and analyze temperature data from the observed structural system. Its
purpose is to detect anomalies, i.e. abnormal temperature changes, based on resourceefficient

embedded

algorithms.

For

continuous

temperature

interrogations,

the

TemperatureAnalysisAgent periodically senses temperature data by accessing the sensor
node’s temperature sensors and compares the recorded measurements with threshold
values. Threshold values as well as sensor sampling rates can be modified by the agent
itself or, through the local computer, by human individuals. In case of detected anomalies,
the TemperatureAnalysisAgent communicates the observed symptoms from the sensor
node to a head node and requests specialized migrating agents to investigate the observed
anomaly in detail. Simultaneously, the TemperatureAnalysisAgent increases the
temperature sampling rate. The dynamic agent behavior described is modularly
implemented in the TemperatureAnalysisCompositeBehavior class (Fig. 4) in terms of a
state machine, as illustrated in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5. D
Dynamic agent bbehavior implem
mented as ECA automaton.

Migrrating agentts

As deescribed earrlier, the migrating agennts are capaable of physsically migraating on reqquest of
the oon-board aggents from oone node too another, iincluding thheir dynamiic behavior,, actual
state,, and speciffic knowleddge. Upon aarrival on a sensor nodde, the migrrating agentts apply
their inherent aanalysis caapabilities tto achieve new inforrmation aboout the strructural
condiition and send the annalysis resullts to the cconnected llocal compuuter. On thhe local
compputer, the innformation, together w
with further informationn received from otherr sensor
nodess, is assembbled to provvide a holisstic picture aabout the cuurrent globaal conditionn of the
moniitored structtural system
m.

mplement thhe agent miigration, thee characterisstics of the Squawk Javva virtual m
machine
To im
are advantageou
a
usly utilizedd. Squawk employs aan applicatiion isolationn mechanissm that
repreesents each applicationn as an objject being completely isolated frrom other objects.
o
Conssequently, obbjects runniing on a wireless sensoor node, succh as migratting agents, can be
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paused, serialized and – together with agent behaviors, agent states and required algorithms
– physically transferred to Squawk instances running on other nodes.

Assuming agent migration from a head node H (source node) to a regular sensor node S
(destination node), the destination node is contacted by the source node through a message.
Next, a socket is opened based on the radiostream protocol. The radiostream protocol,
which is a peer-to-peer protocol implemented on top of the MAC layer of the standard
IEEE 802.15.4, ensures a reliable, buffered and stream-based communication between S
and H. After having received the message from the source node H, the destination node S
sends an acknowledgement back to the node H, whereupon H establishes a radiostream
connection with node S. The migrating agent assembled on node H is paused, hibernated,
serialized into a byte array and sent in a message to the destination node S (including all
relevant data and execution state). After having received the message, the destination node
S deserializes, dehibernates and activates the migrating agent. Now operating on node S, the
migrating agent starts analyzing the local sensor data.

For the prototype implementation of the agent-based SHM system, the so called FFTAgent
is implemented; the FFTAgent is a migrating agent capable of analyzing modal properties
of structural systems based on fast Fourier transforms (FFT) that allow converting sensor
measurements from the time domain into the frequency domain [66]. Specifically, for
calculating the frequency response functions from time history data, the FFTAgent uses the
computationally efficient Cooley-Tukey FFT algorithm [67] upon migrating to sensor node
S. Thus, the FFTAgent is capable to compute the frequency response functions of the
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structure as well as the primary modal frequencies at the given location, and it can compare
the actual frequencies to those of the healthy (i.e. undamaged) structure at the location of
sensor node S.

As shown in Fig. 4, the corresponding agent behavior is encoded in the class
FFTAgentBehavior, which aggregates the CooleyTukey class and is associated with the
FrequencyResponse class that handles the calculated frequency response functions. Upon
completion of the on-board analyses, the diagnostic results obtained by the FFTAgent are
sent to the local computer for further processing.

Monitoring database and information pool

Both the monitoring database and the information pool of the agent-based SHM system are
implemented using a relational MySQL database management system. The database
management system, installed on the local computer, is accessible by human users and by
the mobile agents. To enable human users online accessing the database management
system, the “phpMyAdmin” online tool, which allows remotely performing administrative
tasks such as creating, modifying or deleting data, is integrated into the SHM system.
Furthermore, to enable the mobile agents autonomously accessing the database
management system, the Java-based data access technology “JDBC” (Java Database
Connectivity) is utilized.
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Technnically, the monitoringg database aand the information poool in the currrent protottype are
impleemented in oone single database
d
(Fiig. 6). The sensor data rrecorded andd pre-processed by
the mobile
m
agennts is handleed and storeed on the w
wireless senssor nodes inn the form of Java
objeccts. The Javva objects, aafter being ttransmitted from a wirreless sensoor node to thhe base
statioon, are convverted into database taables, i.e. innto relationss, in which one single object,
such as a measuurement, is representedd as a tuple (a1, ..., an) being stoored in a roow of a
databbase table. T
The elementts ai of a tuuple represennt the attribbutes of the object definning its
propeerties, such as time andd value of a measuremeent. The bassic structuree of the monnitoring
databbase and thee informationn pool is illuustrated in Fig.
F 6. Exem
mplarily, onne database ttable of
the monitoring
m
database (“t_a1”) annd one daatabase table of the information pool
(“toppology”) aree shown. W
While the firrst table coontains sensor data recorded by a sensor
labeleed “t_a1”, th
the second taable specifies the systeem topologyy defining, fo
for example,, sensor
IDs, their locatioons within tthe monitorred structuraal system, aand the natuural frequenncies of
the unndamaged sstructural syystem observved.

F
Fig. 6. Monitoriing database andd information ppool.
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As can be seen from Fig. 6, for every sensor of the SHM system one table is designated.
The reason for using one table for each sensor, as opposed to using one single table for
several sensors, is the autonomy of the wireless sensor network: Unlike conventional SHM
systems, in which centralized data acquisition units are deployed to collect sensor data from
different sensors in a synchronized fashion, the mobile agents of the wireless sensor
network collect and analyze the sensor data independently from each other (and, for
example, change the sensor sampling rates if required). Consequently, the measurements
are usually collected asynchronously at different timestamps, which makes the utilization of
different, independent database tables the most efficient alternative.

As an example, the following listing shows the modular implementation enabling the base
station to insert various measurements, received as Java objects from the mobile agents,
into the monitoring database.

1

public void insertMeasurement(String id, long timestamp, double value){

2

...

3

try{

4

Statement statement = connection.createStatement();

5

statement.executeUpdate("INSERT INTO `"+DATABASE+"`.`"+
id+"` (`"+TIMESTAMP+"`, `"+VALUE+"`)
VALUES ('"+timestamp+"', '"+value+"');");

6

}catch (SQLException sqlException){

7

...

8
11

}
}
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In the example, the attributes “timestamp” and “value” of a received measurement are
stored as a tuple in a row of the database table, which is specified by the attribute “id”. Vice
versa, data stored in the monitoring database or in the information pool, if requested by the
mobile agents, is selected from the database in the same way, converted into Java objects,
and sent to the agents.

4 Laboratory tests

Laboratory tests are conducted serving as a proof of concept of the agent-based SHM
system. Corresponding to the main goals of this research, two major objectives are pursued
when conducting the laboratory tests. First, system performance data is collected for
evaluating the resource efficiency achieved by the SHM system. Second, the reliability of
the mobile multi-agent system embedded into the wireless sensor nodes is examined with
respect to detecting changes in the monitored structural system in a decentralizedcooperative fashion. A test set-up is devised as follows: An aluminum plate serving as a test
structure is exposed to heat that is to be detected by the on-board agents in real time. Heat
is induced, because the natural frequencies vary more with temperature than with other
damage. Furthermore, the temperature increases slowly by time, which can be
advantageously used to verify the capabilities of the mobile agents. The structural condition
of the test structure that may be changed due to the induced heat is to be assessed by
migrating agents, which are automatically assembled during runtime, based on acceleration
response data taken from the test structure.
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Laboratory ttest setup
4.1 L

mm × 540 m
mm aluminuum plate (t = 0.635 m
mm) with onne edge
The ttest structurre, a 900 m
beingg clamped, is instrumeented with an array off 9 precisioon temperatture sensorss and 3
accellerometers. F
For the experimental teest, the agennt-based SH
HM system is composedd of one
head node and thhree sensor nodes form
ming a clusteer as well ass a base stattion for connnecting
the w
wireless senssor nodes too the local ccomputer. As
A illustratedd in Fig. 7, the
t test struucture is
subdiivided into three
t
monitoring sectioons A, B, andd C. The sensor nodes, labeled SA, SB and
SC, arre installed on the fixed end, in thhe middle, aand on the free
f
end of the
t structuree. Each
of thee three senssor nodes is responsiblee for monitooring that seection, in w
which it is innstalled.
Everyy sensor nodde hosts thee previouslyy introducedd (and relatiively simplee) on-board agents,
nameely the Tem
mperatureAnnalysisAgentt and the A
AdministratoorAgent. Thee head nodee hosts,
besiddes an Adm
ministratorAggent, the prrototypicallyy implemennted (and reelatively coomplex)
migraating FFTA
Agent, such tthat the mobile multi-aagent system
m, in total, iis composedd of the
agentts that are siituated on thhe sensor noodes and on the head noode.

Fig. 7. Overvieew of the protottype SHM systeem
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t acceleraation measurrements, the integratedd three-axis acceleromeeters of thee sensor
For the
nodess, labeled aas aA, aB andd aC in Fig. 7, are utilized. For thhe temperatuure measureements,
three external teemperature sensors
s
(tA,11, ..., tC,3) arre attached to every seensor node tthrough
p
LM
M335A preccision temperature senssors, manuffactured
the annalog inputts. For that purpose,
by National
N
Sem
miconductorr, are selectted, which operate from
m −40°C too 100°C [68]. The
LM335A sensorrs have a linnear output and producce an outputt voltage off about 3 V,, which
makees the LM3335A a perfecct match forr the sensorr nodes, whoose analog iinputs are deesigned
to meeasure a volltage range bbetween 0 V and 3 V. Fig.
F 8 show
ws the assem
mbly of the w
wireless
sensoor nodes annd the exterrnal temperrature sensoor as well aas the fullyy instrumentted test
structture.

(aa) Wireless sensor node and exxternal

(b) SHM
M system mountted on the test sttructure.

temperaature sensor.
Fig. 8. Instaallation of the aagent-based SHM
M system for vaalidation tests.

4.2 A
Autonomouss monitoringg based on agent migrration
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In thee laboratoryy tests, the oon-board aggents operatting on the ssensor nodees are continnuously
sensinng temperaature measurrements usiing the exteernally attacched temperrature sensoors. The
colleccted tempeerature meaasurements are locallyy analyzed based on simple thhreshold
compputations, foorwarded too the local ccomputer, annd stored inn the monitooring database. As
depiccted in Fig. 7, heat is inntroduced uunderneath tthe aluminuum plate in m
monitoring section
B beelow temperrature sensor tB,1. Forr the laboraatory tests, a critical plate tempperature
Tcrit = 60°C is pre-defined, indicating that an anoomaly may occur and that furtherr action
may be requiredd by the SH
HM system
m. The valuue Tcrit, thatt is pre-defi
fined based on the
physiical limitatiions of thee nodes, is given to tthe on-boarrd agents. Fig. 9 shoows the
temperature disstribution aat the timee t = t(Tcrit) as calcuulated from
m the tempperature
meassurements coollected by tthe on-boarrd agents.

Fig. 9. Tempeerature distributtion (°C) on thee upper side of tthe test structuree.
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The monitoring procedure carried out in response to the detection of the abnormal increase
in temperature is shown in Fig. 10. As Tcrit is first exceeded in monitoring section B (Fig.
9), the on-board agents of sensor node SB notify the head node about the observed abnormal
situation. As soon as having received this information, on the head node a migrating agent
is individually composed and instantiated in order to analyze the current condition of the
test structure in more detail. First, the information pool installed on the local computer is
queried for appropriate actions to be undertaken. In this example, the Cooley-Tukey FFT
algorithm [67], and consequently the FFTAgent, is selected to analyze the structural
condition by determining the actual modal parameters of the test structure. Based on the
information provided by the information pool, modal properties of the undamaged test
structure, such as first modal frequencies, are passed to the FFTAgent on the head node.
Furthermore, details on the migration are specified; in this case, sensor node SC, instead of
sensor node SB where the anomaly has first been detected, is defined as the target node for
the agent migration. The reason is that sensor node SC along with its internal accelerometer
is installed at the free end of the aluminum test structure and can most likely generate more
sensitive results than SB when acquiring acceleration measurements for analyzing the modal
properties of the structure.
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Fig. 10. Monitoring proocedure automattically executedd in consequencce of the detecteed anomaly.

Afterr having miggrated to sensor node SC, the FFTA
Agent accessses the sennsor node’s internal
i
accellerometer, ssenses acceeleration meeasurementss and compputes the frrequency reesponse
functtion at locaation SC froom the accceleration ttime historyy data. Usiing the callculated
frequuency responnse functionn, the agent identifies thhe first moddal frequenccy as 1.6 Hzz, which
does not significcantly differ from the firrst modal frrequency off the undamaaged structuure. The
fore and
diagrrams in Fig.. 11 show thhe frequenccy response functions oof the test sttructure befo
after exposing itt to heat. It should be m
mentioned tthat the corrresponding data sets uused for
visuaalizing the ddiagrams haave been traansmitted soolely for doocumentatioon purposess within
this study.
s
The rresults of thee on-board aanalyses aree sent by thee FFTAgentt from sensoor node
SC viia the base sstation to thhe local com
mputer, wheere they are stored in thhe form of a safety
reporrt that is acccessible by aany responsiible individuuals (Fig. 122).
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Figg. 11. Frequencyy response functtion for sensor llocation SC befoore (left) and aft
fter exposing thee test structure to
t heat
(right).

Fig. 12. Exam
mple safety repoort generated onn behalf of the m
migrating agentt.

Experimentaal results
4.3 E

In thee laboratoryy tests, perfformance daata collectedd from the agent-basedd SHM systtem has
been compared tto current appproaches ccommonly im
mplementedd in wirelesss SHM systtems. In
particcular, the siize of the transmitted ddata sets andd the utilizeed internal node
n
memorry have
been recorded. A
As a result oof the performance anaalyses, a totaal of 71 kB on-board m
memory
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was needed for the migration-based monitoring procedure conducted in the laboratory tests,
including agent migration and on-board FFT analysis. More specifically, the objects
representing the acceleration measurements on the nodes, which are required for data
analysis, had a size of 0.02 kB (17 B) each, resulting in a total of 67.8 kB needed for the
on-board FFT analysis. 3.2 kB (3,276 B) were needed for all other objects that were
automatically created on a wireless sensor node within the migration-based monitoring
procedure (including migrating agent, agent behavior, and further agent attributes). As a
result, a reduction of wirelessly transmitted data of more than 95% was achieved as
compared with conventional approaches that send the collected sensor data, here 67.8 kB,
to a remote computer for centralized data analyses.

While the performance data on the memory consumption and on the data transmission
recorded in the laboratory tests is very accurate, the laboratory tests – even if conducted
several times – do not provide performance data on the power consumption reliable enough
to be representative; due to the limited quantities of performance data that can be collected
in the laboratory tests, the measurable power consumptions are too small to be captured
accurately. Therefore, performance tests on the power consumption were conducted in
addition to the laboratory tests simulating the migration-based data processing. The
performance tests on the power consumption included 100 migration procedures in order to
obtain sufficient performance data. In total, 3 tests were conducted, resulting in 300
migration procedures. Essentially, the performance tests were composed of a simulated
migration-based procedure (Fig. 10) and, for comparison, a conventional monitoring
procedure, in which all raw data was sent to a central server. As a result, the battery
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capacity consumed in one migration-based procedure was on the average 0.14 mAh, as
opposed to 3.70 mAh consumed in the conventional case, which is a 96% reduction of
power consumption.

The reasons for the achieved resource efficiency are twofold: First, sensing and on-board
storage of unnecessary measurements as well as wireless transmissions of these data sets
are largely avoided. Second, on-board calculations are only executed by specialized
migrating agents if anomalies are suspected. As described earlier, both the collected
measurements and the migrating agents are technically realized as Java objects. These
objects are not a priori initialized on a wireless sensor node. Rather, the initialization of
individual objects is performed on the head nodes – only if necessary – using the central
information pool. As a result, no on-board memory is allocated for the objects unless a
migrating agent has been sent from a head node to the respective sensor node. Furthermore,
all objects related to the migration-based monitoring procedure, if no longer needed, are
automatically marked and swept by the garbage collector of the embedded virtual
machines.

Last but not least, the central information pool installed on the local computer incorporates
global information on the observed structure and a catalog of engineering algorithms
suitable for efficiently analyzing suspected anomalies. As has been demonstrated in the
laboratory tests, it was possible to achieve a holistic picture during runtime, which would
not be possible without dynamic agent migration using static objects and algorithms that
are stored on each wireless sensor node a priori.
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5 Summary and conclusions

In this paper, the design and implementation of an agent-based wireless structural health
monitoring system, comprising of a wireless sensor network and software programs
running on a connected computer, have been presented. To achieve resource efficiency and
reliability of the agent-based SHM system, a mobile multi-agent system composed of
several autonomous software entities, referred to as “mobile agents”, has been embedded
into the wireless sensor network. Whereas some mobile agents (“on-board agents”)
permanently reside on the wireless sensor nodes for continuous, autonomous monitoring,
other mobile agents (“migrating agents”) physically migrate from one sensor node to
another on demand. Instead of having extensive collections of engineering algorithms
installed on every sensor node a priori, the specialized migrating agents are requested in
real time if anomalies of the monitored structural system are suspected. Without the need
for transmitting large amounts of sensor data, the migrating agents – assembled during
runtime and provided with specific expert knowledge – execute individual engineering
algorithms directly on the sensor nodes analyzing the local sensor data according to the
suspected anomaly.

For the proof of concept of the proposed approach, laboratory tests have been conducted (i)
to collect system performance data for evaluating the resource efficiency achieved by the
prototype SHM system and (ii) to examine the reliability of the mobile multi-agent system
embedded into the wireless sensor nodes. In the laboratory tests, the agent-based SHM
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system has been installed on an aluminum plate serving as a test structure. Because natural
frequencies vary more with temperature than with damage, heat has been induced into the
test structure to evaluate the dynamic, cooperative behavior of the mobile agents. As a
result, the changes in temperature, slowly increasing over time, have been detected by the
mobile agents. Furthermore, the condition of the test structure has autonomously been
assessed by migrating agents based on modal analyses of acceleration response data
recorded from the structure on demand.

In summary, the resource consumption of the wireless sensor nodes, compared with
traditional approaches commonly implemented in wireless SHM systems, could
significantly be reduced. The wirelessly transmitted data and the power consumption have
been reduced by 95% and by 96%, respectively, as compared with transmitting all raw
sensor data to a remote computer for central data analysis. At the same time, as compared
with conventional approaches hosting data analysis algorithms directly on board, the
accuracy and the reliability of monitoring could be increased, because the agent-based
condition assessment is performed in a distributed-cooperative fashion incorporating global
properties of the observed structural system taken from the information pool. Therefore,
with respect to scaling up from the laboratory tests to relatively complex real-world SHM
problems, the efficiency of the proposed approach could likely increase with increasing
complexity of the SHM system, the observed structure, and the collection of data analysis
and structural monitoring algorithms.
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